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In 2007, Swiss Re was the world's largest and most diversified reinsurance company and one of the world's most profitable firms, in terms of profit per employee. Swiss Re, a pioneer in insurance-linked securitization, had established a reputation as a "best in class" reinsurer:
We are committing ourselves to generating economic profit growth, reducing earnings volatility, enlarging our market scope and advancing our organizational excellence. Each has a vital role in keeping us "best in class" over the long term, building upon the knowledge and commitment of our employees to provide top quality client service and attractive shareholder returns.
-Jacques Aigrain CEO 1 Swiss Re management observed that the financial metrics applied by the various regulatory agencies around the world made it difficult to assess the long-term financial strength of reinsurance firms. In particular, the impact of major catastrophes created volatility in reported performance that failed to capture a company's long-term financial strength. Swiss Re management emphasized what management referred to 1 Extracted from Driving Performance-The CEO 's View, 2006 Swiss Re Annual Report, p.24. as "economic value" as a more reliable gauge of the company's long-term performance and financial strength:
Generating economic profit growth demands a focus on quality of earnings. Our scale, diversification, and expertise in financial markets provide Swiss Re with a unique advantage in enhancing earnings quality and stability. -Jacques Aigrain 2
The economic value target focused management attention on providing value to shareholders. Management assessed economic value by monitoring the differential between the market value of assets and the market value of liabilities. In 2007, management was targeting a 13% return on equity:
In this cyclical industry, we cannot guarantee that each year we'll be at 13%, but we can guarantee that on average it will be 13%.
-Michel Liès Head, Client Markets Function
Top management worked to steer the decisions of knowledge workers throughout the company to maximize the company's economic value. Of course, individual underwriters, claims adminis-trators, salespersons, investment managers, and other knowledge workers in Swiss Re's local offices could not assess the impacts of their individual decisions on Swiss Re's economic value. So, to ensure that local decisions met the firm's global objectives, Swiss Re was centralizing responsibility for defining clear decision criteria and performance targets. Management then empowered local knowledge workers to exercise their judgment in applying those decision criteria to meet targeted performance objectives:
The decision makers are [ In 2007, Swiss Re and Munich Re were the dominant global reinsurance companies. However, insurance brokers, investment banks, and hedge funds were all moving aggressively, through alliances and acquisitions, to enter the reinsurance market. In addition, the financial position of direct insurers was growing stronger. As a result, direct insurers could retain more of their own risks, making them direct competitors to reinsurers. The 2001 terrorist attack had highlighted the need for a more global approach to managing the company. To do so, the firm had to do more than reorganize. Swiss Re had to transform its information base.
The Transformation Journey
In fact, Swiss Re's transformation had its beginning well before 2001. In 1996, Yury Zaytsev, then CIO of Swiss Re's North American subsidiary, had moved to Zurich to take on the role of corporate CIO. Previously, Zaytsev had led a successful effort within North America to standardize their technology platform. As corporate CIO, he set out to repeat that success for the corporate IT infrastructure, an effort he referred to as Optimization. (Exhibit 2 is a graphic developed by the IT unit to describe the phases of Swiss Re's transformation.)
As a first step, he worked to introduce enterprise-wide IT governance. Zaytsev reported to the CEO and sat on the Executive Board. From that position he helped establish an IT Steering Committee, which included the heads of major businesses. The IT Steering Committee made investment decisions for global, shared IT infrastructure, and applications, while the individual businesses retained their own IT development resources and made local business-specific IT investment decisions.
With the steering committee's support, the corporate IT unit was able to implement global technology standards, consolidate data centers, and introduce an enterprise-wide knowledge and email platform: The Optimization effort lasted about three years. Its most apparent impacts were cost savings and improved reliability, efficiency, and scalability of the IT infrastructure. But the most significant impact was that technology standardization positioned the firm for process standardization, the second step in Swiss Re's transformation.
Harmonizing Processes
Around 2000, IT unit leaders started the dialogue with business leaders toward more standardized core business processes, an organizational change effort that IT referred to as "Harmonization." The goal was to create a standard set of tools and processes to be used across the regions that would provide greater transparency of Swiss Re's transactions, financial positions, and performance. The first task was to clarify the commonalities in decision making processes around the world: In 2000, Kielholz reorganized the firm into three end-to-end global business groups (Life and Health, Property and Casualty, and Financial Services). The reorganization prompted increased adoption of global common processes within the business groups. The eight regional asset management centers were consolidated into two-one in New York and one in Zurich, both of them operating globally.
The IT unit analyzed, at a high level, the company's key business processes. They took a minimalist approach, defining approximately 20 high-level core processes, such as risk acquisition, deal proposal and execution, contract administration, claims management, and technical accounting. They found that the applications supporting the company's core processes were piecemeal and redundant. For example, there were 35 client management systems and 25 underwriting systems. The IT unit then modeled those processes on an as-needed basis: 
Integration and Unification
In the integration and unification stage, IT and business were in the process of building and leveraging a global enterprise management model that would provide (1) straight through processing of the company's key transactions; (2) enterprise information for decision making; and (3) an extended industry platform (See Exhibit 3). Financial Services, the smallest of the three businesses, had responsibility for asset management and the firm's growing capital management and advisory business. Management performance in Financial Services was assessed primarily on the basis of return on assets.
Ultimately, the goal of the global processes and the new global structure was to provide historical data, modeling tools, and decision criteria to knowledge workers to support their decisions. By 2007, the BAA and the accumulation of data in accordance with the SDL had combined to provide useful information to decision makers:
It took about two to three years following implementation until all the efforts started to show fruit. But by now we have three to four years of worldwide consistent pricing data in one system that can be analyzed centrally. -Christoph Menn Head, Product Development & Strategy

Realizing the Benefits: Information Support for Decisions
The data from global processes increased transparency, so that individual decision makers, and their managers, could monitor the results of their decisions. Management had accumulated this information into reference portfolios. On the liabilities side of the business, these reference portfolios allowed management to better define the parameters for establishing technical prices:
In our models we have some 200- Swiss Re would need another 18 months to port GEIS' existing accounts to its systems, but it expected full integration of the GEIS business in 2008 (including the consolidation of all the data centers and the consolidation of the IT infrastructure under one management). The acquisition of GEIS had introduced some new business (e.g., direct insurance) that extended, rather than integrated into, Swiss Re's core processes. But in less than two years, Swiss Re would fully absorb a business that represented more than 10% of its revenues. 
